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DOORS
PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

Door Sweeps
The quickest and easiest to install. Sweeps are attached to
the bottom of entry doors or doors to unheated areas.
There are many types to fit different situations and budgets.

Air leaking under or around the sides of entry doors or doors to unheated areas.

(also called Door Bottoms)

Frost King offers three types of “hard” weatherseal products that give long-lasting sealing.

Eliminating chilly leaks and drafts will make your home a lot more comfortable this
winter and for winters to come. At the same time, it will save you a significant amount
on your monthly utility bills! Best of all, it’s simple and inexpensive for you to do with
the Frost King family of weathersealing products.

Here are some of the most common problems---and their solutions!

Prepare Your Home for Winter
(Increase Comfort and Save Money, too!)
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Thresholds
Thresholds not only help seal out drafts, dirt,
moisture and insects, they can improve the
appearance of your entryway. Frost King offers many
different styles, sizes and finishes in aluminum and
wood. Among your choices are:

Door Sets (also called Jamb-Ups)

Door Sets are installed down the sides and
across the top of a door. They effectively
cushion the door as they weatherseal it. In
older homes, they can compensate for warped
doors or jambs. Frost King has many styles to
choose from.
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INSTALLATION
1. If necessary, shorten threshold by cutting
equal portions from each end with a hacksaw.
2. Position threshold directly under door.
3. Drill holes and fasten in place using fasteners
provided in package.

(For installation on concrete, use plastic or lead
anchors.)

BEFORE YOU BUY, MEASURE!
1. Measure the width of the doorway.
2. Measure the distance
between the floor and the
bottom of the door. (The
"gap.")
Use these measurements
to help you select a
threshold which will fit.

TOOLS
YOU'LL
NEED

INSTALLING A DOOR THRESHOLD
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INSTALLING A DOOR SWEEP
1. Measure width of the door.
2. If necessary, shorten by cutting with a hacksaw.
3. With the door closed, position the product so the vinyl or rubber

sweep flexes against the threshold.
4. With a pencil, mark the location of the holes.
5. Starting with the center hole, drill holes and screw the product into place.
6. The holes are slotted to permit adjustment prior to the final tightening.

INSTALLING A DOOR SET (DOOR JAMB)

TOOLS YOU'LL NEED

TOOLS YOU'LL NEED
1. On the sides, nail or screw the long strips onto the door stop moulding so

the vinyl or rubber presses against the door when it is closed.
2. Nail or screw the short strip on the door stop moulding across the top so the

vinyl or rubber presses against the door when it is closed.
3. Be sure the short top strip fits snugly against the side strips. If it has to

be shortened, cut to proper size with a hack saw.

USE THIS HOME CHECK LIST
TO DETERMINE YOUR NEEDS

How many doors need weathersealing?

How many windows are letting drafts in?

Electric outlets and switches

Garage door

Window air conditioners

Here are other places to check for leaks:

[Look in the "soft" weathersealing section
for Frost King products designed to solve

sealing problems in all these areas.]


